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Ouestion t:

1- What is the diffenence between the drying amd evaporation processes?

2- Mank these staternents as being Trtue or False for a binary mixture of
strbstances,4 and B.

(a) The ratio of the density of cornponent A to the density of componemt I is
equal to the rnass fraction of component A.

(b) lt the mass fraction of component ,4 is greater than 0.5, then at least half of
the moles of the mixture are component l.

(c) If the mass fractions of ,,4 and B are both 0.5, then the molar mass of the
nnixture is sirnply the arithmetic average of the molan xnasses of A and B.

(r/) The ratio of the molar concentration af A to the rnolar
concentration of B is equal to the mole fraction of compo nent A.

(e) If the mole fraction of cornponent,4 is greaten than 0.5, then at least half of
thc mass of the mixture is component A.

3- How does the rnass diffusivity of a gas mixture change with (a) temperature
and (6) pressure?

4- Consider a 5-m x 5-rn wet concrete patio with an average water filnn
thickness of 0.3 mm. l\ow wind at 50 km/h is blowing over the surface. If the air is at
1 atm, 15oC, and 35 percent relative hurnidityn deterxnine how tong it witl talre for the
patio to dry completely.

l- At a given temperature and pressure, do you think the rnass diffusivify of
copper in aluminum will be equal to the mass diffusivity of aluminurn in copper?
Explain.

2- Give examples for different Erinds of
difference between them :

(a) Liquid-to-gas,
(b) Solid-to- liquid,
(c) Solid-to-gas, and
(d) Gas-to-liquid rnass trarasfer"

dnffusion processes asrd rnentiors the
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4- One way of increasing heat transfer from the head on a hot summer day is to
wet it. This is especially effective in windy weather, as you may have noticed.
Approximating the head as a 3O-cm-diameter sphere at 30oC with an emissivity of
0.95, determine the total rate of heat loss from the head at ambient air conditions of I
atnt, 25oC,40 percent relative humidity, and 25 km/h winds if the head is (a) dry and
(b) wet. Take the surrounding temperature to be 25oC"

1- What is the physical signilicance of the Schmidt number? How is it defined?
T'o what dimensionless number does it correspond in heat tnansfer? What does a
Schmidt number of 1 indicate?

2- Does a mass transfer process have to involve heat transfer? Describe a
Flrocess fhat involves both heat and mass transfer.

3- A gas mixture consists of 5 Kg of 02, 8 Kg of N2, and 10 Kg of Coz.
Iletermine (a) the mass fraction of each component, (6) the mole fraction of each
cornponent, and (c) the ayerage molar mass of the mixture.

4- The diffusion coefficient of carbon in steel is given as:
DtB = 2.67 x 10-5 exp(-l 7,400 I 11 m2ls where ? is in K. Deterrnine the diffusion coefficient
f,rom 300 K to 1500 K in 100 K increments and plots the results.


